
 
376500232 Cyl Cdqsb16 Obsolete Use 85640000 
 

Products details: 
Part number: 376500232 

Description: CYL #CDQSB16 OBSOLETE - USE 85640000 For Auto Cutter GTXL Machine 

Used for industrial cutter machine, GTXL cutter 

Type: Hardware, spare parts, cutter parts,cutter machine parts, Bearing, 

Hardware, Plotter Head Assembly, Sharpener assembly, motor, consumables 

Weight: 0.1kg 

 

More information about parts: 
 

Types Plotter machine motor, motor parts 

Place of origin China mainland 

Brand name FAVORABLE 

Parts used for Auto cutter GTXL, XLC7000, Z7,GT7250,S7200, GT5250,S5200, DCS 2500, 
DCS 3500, AP series, Spreader series, PARAGON LX cutter. 

MOQ 1pc 

Capacity 10.0000 pcs per month 

Delivery time Upon order confirmation 
 
Company information: 
 

We are professionally supplying spare parts for plotter, spreader and cutter machine, especially 
suitable for Gerber, Lectra, Yin, Bullmer, Investronica, Kuris and so on. (Special notice: our 
products and our company have no relations to above listed companies, just suitable for these 
machines). 
We have rich experience in parts design and production. Advanced production technology and 
detection ability can ensure the high-qualified products and fast delivery capability. At the same 
time, we also agent some other related products to meet customer needs. 
  
FAVORABLE company used five years grow into the biggest supplier in domestic market, which 
have all spare parts inventory in stock. Accept all spare parts supply and maintenance technical 
support in domestic market. 
  
FAVORABLE company moved to the new office, which is the highest office building in DongGuan 
city center, TBA tower. 
 
FAQ: 
 
●. How about FAVORABLE'S capacity? 
FAVORABLE company supply more than value USD10000 spare parts to many customer every 
day.(Only for abroad customers, not include domestic market.) 
  
●. Something customized parts also can supply? 
Yes, of course, we can supply any sizes spare parts according to customers demand, we can 
negotiate together. 



  
●.What is FAVORABLE's advantage? 
Favorable's reputation is well-known in this industrial, no matter domestic or abroad, we can 
promise our price is the best in this industry, and our quality is the best, no one can compare. That 
is why we win the market till today, we will keep steady win the market. 
  
●.How about the discount if buy more parts? 
Our price is very competitive in the market, but if customer buy more parts in one order, there will 
be more discounts base on the special price, Maybe we bear the shipment cost for customers, 
maybe we make a big discount base on the order total value. 
 
More picture for this item as below: 
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